A. Astonished

B. Choice word

C. Archenemy

D. Assess

E. SHYLOCK: Is that ___ ___?

F. Salts

G. Unpredictable

H. Sailor’s dress blues?

I. Holiday

J. Grumpy onomatopoeia

K. Puzzle

L. Squeals

M. Take

N. Small dessert?

O. Hatter

P. Try

Q. Sledge

R. Inflamed

S. French holiday

T. Teller

U. “_______,
   Sweet Charlotte”

V. Four score

W. Tri-continent region

X. Emancipating

Y. Beat

Z. Jotting

AA. Joker’s holiday

BB. Sailor

CC. Holiday figure
Season's Greetings 2010

Solve the CLUES (A through CC on the other page), then transfer each letter (e.g., L-148) to the corresponding square in the GRID (148-L). Work both directions, using "guessed" words in the grid to fill in parts of other clues.

Bonus prize: The first column of clue-blanks (reading downward) reveal the title of the story the quote was drawn from. The author was Mrs. W. H. Corning, and her story appeared in A Budget of Christmas Tales, 1895.